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Shhh...Noone Needs to Know 1995
this anthology titled shhh no one needs to know has a collection of poems and short stories
based on secrets secrets of all sorts an embarrassing incident and a phobia someone you are in
love with or a few pretty shady ones everyone has secrets don t you there are no secrets that
the time won t reveal if you want to keep a secret you must also hide it from yourself happy
reading

Shhh 2001
this is poetry at its best same blood same flesh and same chemical composition we breathe we
eat we think and we feel our only difference is preception the way in which we view people
places and things based on what we know and how we feel and or have felt the glass can be half
full and or half empty growth and development comes in stages as children we see in black in
white as young adults we see in black white and grey and as men women we see the never ending
various shades of colors the more i learn the less i realized i know over the years i found
that it seems everyone would like things to go their way so it started to make sense why my
plans didnt always work out thats about the time i learned to role with the punches in life to
make the best of everything to always breathe easy and what i feel is most important was the
ability to lose small my book is a lot of deep thoughts self reflection over years of studies
i dont believe that emotions should have the right to override intellect the mind controls the
body so i think and i dare you to think also the choices we make are based on what we want and
or feel we need to your choices are yours and they may or may not affect my life but
consequences come with all choices choose wisely just know that you chose conscious or not
email me at openyourmind0012 gmail com open your mind see as eye see is also on facebook feel
free to let me know what you think

FCC Record 2012-08-24
one of the best accounts ever written of deep water diving and its staggering haunting dangers
robert kurson new york times bestselling author of shadow divers deep underwater lurks a
mysterious man made illness it has gone by many names over the years satan s disease diver s
palsy the chokes but today medics call it decompression sickness you know it as the bends that
s the devil british diver martin robson faces each time he plunges beneath the surface in the
winter of 2012 robson was part of an expedition to blue lake southern russia which sought to
find a submerged cave system never seen by the human eye on the final day of the expedition as
robson returned from diving deeper into the lake than anyone had before disaster struck just
seventy five feet down he was ambushed by the bends robson knew that if he continued up to the
surface he would probably die before help arrived instead he sank back into the water gambling
on an underwater practice most doctors believe is a suicidal act soon the only hope he had of
saving his life would rest in the hands of a dramatic mercy mission organised at the highest
levels of the russian government between the devil and the deep is the first book to tell the
terrifying true story of what it feels like to get the bends taking you inside the body and
mind of a man who suffered the unthinkable writer mark cowan also explores the grimly
fascinating history of decompression sickness the science behind what causes the disease and
the stories of the forgotten divers who pushed the limits of physical endurance to help find a
solution

Open Your Mind 2021-07-22
your family is the most important part of your life your families are the people you love and
love is what separates us from scoundrels and criminals it maintains order your parents your
sibling and your partner are the ones you love there should never ever be anyone else who
comes close to that bond you have only one best friend and that is the person you ll be
marrying someday we must learn to differentiate the relationships in our lives the people we
love and the ones we don t it s inappropriate it s foolish and it s forbidden to think
otherwise trace bailey s mouth is her worst enemy somehow it always gets her in trouble
luckily she has a partner in crime her best friend and neighbor since age seven piren allston
he can t get enough of her crazy sense of humor and she loves that he s always up for another
adventure they can t be friends though not in their world trace and piren were assigned to
other people at the age of six and they re supposed to marry their partners when they turn
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twenty four failure to comply leads to banishment a fate worse than death worse still is the
growing realization that their bond is stronger than just friendship in a world without
freedom there are still choices to be made following their hearts means losing their family
but following the law means losing each other forever

Between the Devil and the Deep 2015-03-03
after a life threatening incident on the job as a state patrol officer jo march is invited to
attend orchard hill church at the suggestion of a coworker the peace she thought she d gained
over the years is shattered when she encounters her ex husband there as well she struggles to
understand this faith and just who jesus is can she forgive the past and trust benjamin ever
again benjamin elliot works on computers by day and creates decadent chocolate at night he
made his share of mistakes but losing jo was the biggest of them all it s a shot to the heart
when he sees her at church while admitting the truth of what happened years ago can he prove
to her he s changed can he help her on her journey to faith without losing his heart again

Missing Pieces 2023-05-12
love secrets and loyalty in contemporary edinburgh marta carrie and jane have been friends
since they were at school now one is bringing up her family another is desperately trying for
children of her own while the third is focused on her career and each takes the support of the
others as a given but when generous marta bumps into old friend tom at the height of the
edinburgh festival she finds he s an actor out of luck her kind offer of temporary shelter
sets in motion a tsunami of destruction marta s marriage comes under threat timid jane is
haunted by the secret she has been hiding since she last saw tom and ambitious carrie finds
herself at the mercy of a man who can ruin her career only by pulling together can the friends
rid themselves of this menace but is tom too clever at sowing mistrust

Truffles and Traffic 2016-02-11
embark on a journey of self discovery unearth timeless wisdom to transform life s challenges
into triumphs embark on an intimate journey through the words of redgeee shhh in inspirational
quotes a cumulation of inspirational quotes to motivate each quote captures moments of
reflection lessons learned and the undying spirit of hope as you turn each page let the words
resonate inspire and guide you on your own life s journey these aren t just quotes they re
lifelines nuggets of wisdom gathered from the depths of life s many trials and tribulations
whether you re seeking direction yearning for solace or simply in need of a moment s
reflection this book stands as a beacon of hope embrace it and let it be the nudge you need to
push forward to evolve and to understand the profound essence of life

Between Friends 2024-01-02
prince of wales boarding school nestled in a serene countryside fondly nicknamed patch was
responsible for turning young boys into esteemed gentlemen who would one day occupy the
hallways of world government power and authority behind the high walls lay a secret a secret
not told until now led by a group of students leaders known as prefects the students were
subjected to untold physical and verbal abuse intimidation fear and bullying no one ever
questioned their authority until gabriel a freshman transfer a rabble forever changed what it
meant to be in patch

Inspirational Quotes 2010-10
war is coming the maji has sent his brides to lay claim to the land in his name his power
grows stronger as his fingers stretch out to cities near and far adding immeasurable numbers
to his forces innocents are slain alice warde kayl sro of the agrodien must fight the urge to
intervene allowing countless to suffer as she builds the bond needed to sustain the power of
her new sisters but this is just one of the many sacrifices needed if any hope of victory is
possible in this time of darkness the four have awakened life death earth sky three have
united the other seeks dominion only together can they restore order the brides of woodmyst is
the seventh book of the woodmyst chronicles it is the continuing story of alice warde and her
journey as a young girl coming of age a leader of a lost people a fierce warrior and a prime
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sorceress with more power than even she can imagine

Patch - Assumption Is a Crime 2022-06-14
doing the right thing can be hard when prized possessions start going missing cody gets a
crash course in the most important rules of all the rules of life in cody s life many things
are hard to predict like why her older brother wyatt is obsessed with his new bicycle called
the cobra or why her best friend pearl suddenly wants to trade favorite toys pearl says she
will trust cody with arctic fox because cody is a trusty person but cody doesn t want to give
up her beloved gremlin and she regrets it as soon as she hands him over when the cobra goes
missing cody has to decide for herself who is trusty and who is not if only she had gremlin to
talk to surely pearl wouldn t mind if she secretly traded back it s not stealing if it
belonged to you in the first place right

The Brides of Woodmyst 2006
list of over 200 national organizations that offer health information legal aid self help
programs educational opportunities social services consumer advice or other assistance
intended for professional personnel and others with an interest in the field of aging covers
government agencies professional societies voluntary programs and private groups
recommendations and endorsements are not implied arranged alphabetically by organizations each
entry gives mission services and publications index

How Internet Protocol-Enabled Services Are Changing The Face
of Communications: A View From Government Officials, Serial
No. 109-69, April 27, 2005, 109-1 Hearing, * 2017-04-11
released from the arctic ice after two millennia a roman gladiator contends with his haunted
memories and the modern world in this marvelous novel los angeles times while exploring the
polar expanse for an oil company geologist lew mccardle discovers something remarkable a body
encased in the ice even more remarkable the skills of a russian researcher bring the man
miraculously back to life this strange visitor from the distant past has an amazing story to
tell with the help of a nordic nun who translates from his native latin lucius aurelius
eugenianus reveals that in the era of domitian he was a champion in the ancient roman coliseum
a gladiator known far and wide as the greatest of all time but now the warrior eugeni must
readjust to this new world with its bizarre customs hidden traps and geopolitical and moral
complexities as he struggles to come to terms with painful memories of loves and glories lost
and the bloodthirsty imperial politics and heartbreaking betrayals that ultimately led him to
this time and place an ingenious amalgam of science fiction fantasy and history richard ben
sapir s the far arena is a breathtaking work of literary invention at once thrilling poignant
and thought provoking

Cody and the Rules of Life 1996
a young mother blond and pretty vanishes from her south boston home leaving behind only one
witness her four year old daughter and one suspect her handsome secretive husband from the
moment detective sergeant d d warren arrives at the joneses snug little bungalow instinct
tells her that something is seriously off with the wholesome image the couple has worked so
hard to create with the clock ticking on the life of a missing woman and a media firestorm
building d d must decide whether jason jones is hiding his guilt or just trying to hide but
first she must stand between a potential killer and his next victim an innocent child who may
have seen too much

Resource Directory for Older People 2015-10-13
he has also published novels especially the father mike series the priest and the prostitutes
the priest and the assassin the priest and the terrorists
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The Far Arena 2009-06-16
we often quote psalm 23 the lord is my shepherd but what does this mean in our 21st century
life didn t shepherds live only in bible times i mean really how many shepherds have you met
recently david a shepherd boy wrote psalm 23 how does this apply to me what is a shepherd a
farmer who has a flock of sheep right not exactly according to a middle eastern shepherd one
must have a heart for it shepherds love and care for their sheep day and night shepherds guard
and protect in sunshine and thunder storms shepherds never desert their sheep ever journey
into the pasture as you read from this shepherd s heart you will gain a new understanding of
what it means to be a shepherd what it means to be a sheep and what it means to belong to the
gentle shepherd jesus the one who states i will never leave you hebrews 13 5

The Neighbor 2009-12-10
life is like a guitar tune play repeat says viktor a us based financial professional of indian
origin he was rich smart intelligent witty and emotional too but still was lost in finding the
purpose of his life in spite of his great job and hefty pay package he didn t feel the sense
of contentment then he met kim his lady luck she helped him realize his dream life sparking a
love story despite his failure in pursuit of his dream kim stood by him till she decided to
move on viktor is heart broken lost again and struggles to balance his aspirations and office
life this story is his journey through life changing experiences in india and usa ranging from
writing his first book to becoming a coach for cancer patients and then a motivational speaker
to finally becoming the guru with guitar there are 11 heart touching songs 8 lovely poems and
111 life changing quotes scripted by the author for more visit guruwithguitar com vikrmn

M U S I N G S 2022-04-15
what does it feel like to stare into the face of madness or to anticipate your own would you
drive away your only love could you pretend it didn t matter how far would you go to protect a
friend or to avenge a death ten years ago devon gave up the love of her life fearing she would
one day fall victim to the mental illness that has slowly ravaged the mind of her mother who
is now being cared for in a private facility just when it seems devon might have a chance to
make up for past mistakes her best friend cass becomes a suspect in the murder of her sister s
drug dealing boyfriend devon knows cass is lying about the details of her involvement and the
lead detective on the case convinced that cass is guilty is relentless in his pursuit of
justice when her mother s young emotionally disturbed roommate insinuates she knows something
about the night of the murder as well as details from devon s own life that no one else is
privy to devon becomes desperate to uncover the truth before detective lake does as the
investigation continues devon is led down a path she never expected and forced to face her
greatest fears of life and love tangled in a web of lies regrets and questions can she find a
way to let go of the past and start again and once the mystery is solved can she live with the
secrets she s uncovered join author devon pearse in this semi autobiographical journey through
the most heartbreakingly beautiful and deceptively mysterious events of her own life and the
lives of those closest to her

From This Shepherd's Heart 2010-05
do you have trouble praying do you get easily disconcerted aggravated depressed stressed
anxious do you have low self esteem lack a sense of self worth and self acceptance do you feel
socially inadequate are you having problems loving and being loved do you feel disillusioned
in your marriage lonely in your single life are you bored with the routine of your daily
living and relating with stories both inspirational and humorous references to scripture
movies novels tv programs as well as to religious leaders and the works of spiritual writers
the author draws you into the intimacy of the life of the trinity dwelling within you and you
within the indwelling trinity in this dynamism the world of mystical experience opens up to
you and lures you in

Hearing Loss 1987
jake rawlings has been searching for the spanish galleon concha his whole life and he s paid a
heavy price suddenly he s saddled with annie miller a marine archaeologist who claims she can
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take him to it annie has her own reasons for going back to the concha before their sudden
deaths her parents found the santidad cross an artifact on board since then the curse of the
santidad cross has ruined her life now she wants to bury the cross at sea and her bad luck
with it as they set sail for the bahamas maybe the real treasure is staring them in the face

Guru with Guitar 2005-08-05
can her ray of sunshine melt his icy heart recently dumped by her boyfriend triss young
accepts the unexpected offer from her best friend to travel to colorado and spend christmas
with hannah and her uncles but when triss s plane lands in denver and hannah s is rerouted
because of snow triss heads to the ranch alone and is surprised when a blue eyed sexy rancher
with dog tags answers the door grumpy rancher asher harris doesn t know what to make of the
beauty who showed up on his doorstep at midnight covered in snow and hell bent on snuggling
goats he s got a lot of work to do on the ranch and doesn t have time to entertain even though
he can think of a few ways he and triss could stay warm however this christmas seems to be
full of surprises for everyone as triss proves herself to not only be a natural with the
horses but she s up for anything even mucking stalls is she also the breath of fresh air and
happiness asher didn t know he needed keywords forced proximity military seal rancher cowboy
grumpy sunshine christmas winter snowed in angsty spicy steamy ptsd former seal horses goats
intense chemistry

A Lighter Shade of Gray 2010-08-01
the first english translations of the surreal and violent work of one of francophone africa s
most accomplished living playwrights

Captioning of Television Broadcasts from the Senate Chamber
2024-01-13
after the death of her boyfriend sixteen year old valentine stops going to school quits seeing
her friends and finally won t leave her bed desperate for her daughter to recover valentine s
mother takes her on a trek in thailand in the mountains north of chiang mai valentine finds a
world she didn t know existed where houses are on stilts and elephants still roam wild she
learns about the burmese civil war and the relentless violence against the karen and rohingya
peoples then she meets lin a mysterious young elephant keeper tormented by his hidden past and
an orphaned elephant calf pursued by violent poachers together the three flee deep into the
jungle looking for refuge and redemption

God Within You 2017-05-31
the first installment of a sexy series about a modern day heroine writing historical novels
based on her romantic misadventures with the bad boy billionaire jane sparks has accidentally
announced her engagement on facebook to the infamous bad boy billionaire duke austen as soon
as it s discovered that jane and duke barely know each other one hot kiss at a party does not
a relationship make she ll be completely humiliated and then duke does something jane never
expected he plays along with her charade with his hard partying playboy reputation
jeopardizing a 150 million dollar investment deal duke realizes an engagement with the sexy
but oh so proper librarian could be just the thing to repair his reputation this good girl
tempts him to be very wicked but only with her it s unprecedented inconceivable totally
alluring as the unlikely match of librarian and tech entrepreneur set out to convince the
world and the internet that their love is real something unexpected happens they start falling
for each other but jane is secretly writing a historical romance novel that could expose their
carefully constructed romance unless two perfect strangers are content to be perfectly
scandalous together

Treasure 2019-09-10
modern pundits give donald trump little credit for anything even though he is clearly the
greatest man in our time i would say it is because the bulk of the news media simply do not
like him as he does not want to have anything to do with a marxist agenda before trump set the
world on fire from 2017 to 2020 the five highest rated presidents according to a c span survey
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for example were abraham lincoln george washington franklin d roosevelt theodore roosevelt and
dwight d eisenhower i do not contest the fact that they showed greatness in office but when
you look at all of trump s accomplishments and the complexity of our times the 45th president
deserves much more consideration that s why i wrote this book you may never choose to invite
donald john trump over the house for breakfast or even a holiday gathering but looking back at
his four years in office whether you like him or not most americans admit those were some of
the most prosperous and warless years we have had in our lifetimes we have the chance again to
have the greatest man in our time as president in a few more years let s do our best to assure
it after you read this book i hope you feel as comfortable as i do to place donald j trump on
the top of this venerable stack of great presidents with all of the flack trump received as
president there are clearly a number of americans who would not cast their vote for best
president his way under any circumstance but there are a lot who would i am glad you are
reading this book as it will help you know what a great man and a great president we can have
again as our leader

Snowed in with the Rancher 2013-12-31
a mysterious sealed crate a pair of shady mercenaries with more guns than brain cells and the
amnesiac robot which may or may not be on a secret mission only interstellar ignoramus hal
spacejock and the unflappable clunk could turn a straightforward cargo delivery into space
opera with clowns three simmering planets two cocky spacemen and one huge mess just desserts
for your pleasure

Seven Plays of Koffi Kwahulé 2023-03-29
mucus monsters rock and rollin trolls all powerful rotting cat mummies what would you do if
your boogers tried to take over the world what if teen girl ghosts unleashed an army of
pooping cockroaches on you you ve got a front row seat to see kids and trolls and vampires
just like you taking on the grossest challenges in the world so hold your nose grab your
stomach and get ready for the world s most repulsive storyteller tm to send five tales of
disgustingly hilarious horror right into your eye holes you won t know whether to split your
sides laughing hurl chunks or both

The World on Either Side 2011-08-18
but if modern manhood had let me down at least the past boasted brighter specimens to wit the
scarlet pimpernel the purple gentian and the pink carnation that dashing trio of spies who
kept napoleon in a froth of rage and the feminine population of england in another sort of
froth entirely modern day student eloise kelly has achieved a great academic coup by unmasking
the elusive spy the pink carnation who saved england from napoleon but now she has a million
questions about the carnation s deadly nemesis the black tulip and she s pretty sure that her
handsome on again off again crush colin selwick has the answers somewhere in his family s
archives while searching through lady henrietta s old letters and diaries from 1803 eloise
stumbles across an old codebook and discovers something more exciting than she ever imagined
henrietta and her old friend miles dorrington were on the trail of the black tulip and had
every intention of stopping him in his endeavour to kill the pink carnation but what they didn
t know was that while they were trying to find the tulip and trying not to fall in love in the
process the black tulip was watching them

The Bad Boy Billionaire's Wicked Arrangement 2023-07-25
this issue we are happy to reprint earl derr biggers third entry in the classic charlie chan
detective series behind that curtain but the highlights don t stop there we have an original
mystery by travis richardson thanks to acquiring editor michael bracken a great modern mystery
by ashley ruth m bernier thanks to acquiring editor barb goffman an original science fiction
story from robert lopresti best known as a mystery writer and diana deverell s payback is a
bitch which was named a distinguished mystery story of 2018 by otto penzler and of course we
have our usual assortment of classic science fiction as well as a solve it yourself puzzler
from hal charles good stuff here s the complete lineup mysteries suspense adventure last stop
cozyville by travis richardson michael bracken presents short story the poker chips clue by
hal charles solve it yourself mystery rise by ashley ruth m bernier barb goffman presents
short story payback is a bitch by diana deverell short story behind that curtain by earl derr
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biggers novel charlie chan series science fiction fantasy when the aliens left by robert
lopresti short story nightmare tower by sam merwin short story travelogue by roger dee short
story requiem by edmond hamilton short story mating center by frank belknap long novel

The Greatest Man In Our Time 2011-01-24
help throw sun a birthday celebration in this hilarious picture book complete with nonfiction
facts great for readers of moonshot and for the budding astronomer in your life the planets
are throwing sun a birthday party mercury wants to thank sun for how close they are being the
closest planet has its perks earth enjoys sun s warmth and all the planets want to celebrate
sun s magnetic personality but party planning takes work do they even have room for all of
jupiter s moon don t space out it s time for this star studded event blast off with jan carr
and pura belpre award winning illustrator juana medina s quick witted and fact filled picture
book about the solar system and all of its inter stellar inhabitants

Just Desserts 2021-04-27
cold and alone dartello awakens in an aquatic cavern as he fumbles in the darkness looking for
an escape route he suddenly hears a woman whisper your world is ending it is not long before
dartello learns he has been chosen to save not only his own world but the entire universe from
an impending threat if he is successful he will be a hero called upon by peacemaker harmony a
deity he enters a binding contract signed in soul swearing obedience to her before he even
leaves the cave his battle skills are tested as one opponent after another surfaces from the
water now as he faces countless challenges that tax both his heart and his sword dartello
knows that he is destined to become more than just a man as the phantom army declares war and
ravages the countryside dartello is just steps behind with everything at risk dartello soon
realizes he possesses the only weapon capable of saving humanity a dying world is counting on
him as battles rage like never before the future of the world hangs in the balance only time
will tell if a lone warrior can save humanity before it is too late

Snot Goblins and Other Tasteless Tales 2011-10-06
a chilling and astonishing novel by authors who know their way around a story peggy webb usa
today bestselling author freshly minted child psychiatrist endures the lost minds lives and
loves of the vietnam war in unbreakable a tale of terror humanity and survival by hart rivers
nha trang vietnam 1969 innocence is often the first casualty of war such is the case for dr
israel izzy moskowitz drafted from his residency at columbia university to the 99ko the army s
frontline psychiatric unit of the 8th field hospital having left his fiancée in new york izzy
along with his new friend dr gregg kelly is ill prepared for the death and carnage of the
horrific war that greets him j d mikel arrives at the 99ko presumably as another shrink but it
s quickly apparent that he s really a spook the cia s most devious spy assassin undercover in
search of a so called ghost soldier responsible for the gruesome murders of u s troops he
recruits the reluctant izzy and gregg as his assistants for their psychological expertise
since there could be a military personnel nut job on the loose izzy already questioning his
own sanity after witnessing multiple traumatic events realizes he must quickly find a stronger
craftier more resilient version of himself along the mekong river amidst soldiers losing their
minds mortar attacks death and the heat of hell s fire izzy gregg and j d discover the true
depth of friendship in a shared quest to become unbreakable publisher s note readers should be
prepared for death and graphic violence consistent with the true nature of the vietnam war
previously titled as making a killing unbreakable is a tightly woven psychological thriller
that reflects the real world experience and knowledge of the author team fans of dan hampton
larry chambers joe hart doug stantan and karl marlantes will not want to miss this military
historical fiction series smart well crafted and tense the book review what a roller coaster
ride of a story impossible to put down everything a page turning book should be book bug dirty
and gritty showing a not often seen side of the vietnam war shannon gonzalezon murder on the
mekong series unbreakable blindspot novella unknowable unspeakable meet the authors hart
rivers is the pen name for bestselling co authors john l hart and olivia rupprecht john
creator of the murder on the mekong series has been a practicing psychotherapist for over 40
years starting in vietnam where he was a psychology specialist he received his doctorate from
the university of southern california is an internationally respected lecturer has been a
consultant to the nation of norway for their fathering project and maintained a private
practice in los angeles for twenty years his time is divided between hawaii where he enjoys
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snorkeling stand up paddle boarding and is a featured artist at the mauna kea hotel and
vancouver island b c where he is an adjunct associate professor at the university of victoria
in british columbia olivia is an award winning author whose novels have sold worldwide and
series developer of true vows the groundbreaking series of reality based novels from hci books
she lives in a historic tavern on a lake in wisconsin

The Masque of the Black Tulip 2019-04-23
first published in 1943 vitamins and hormones is the longest running serial published by
academic press under the capable and qualified editorial leadership of dr gerald litwack
vitamins and hormones continues to publish cutting edge reviews of interest to
endocrinologists biochemists nutritionists pharmacologists cell biologists and molecular
biologists others interested in the structure and function of biologically active molecules
like hormones and vitamins will as always turn to this series for comprehensive reviews by
leading contributors to this and related disciplines this volume focuses on hedgehog signaling
contributions from leading authorities informs and updates on all the latest developments in
the field

Black Cat Weekly #124 2012-03-02
the nobility a race created by the effects of a meteorite a dying race a race without a true
noble birth in over a decade the water of change water changed by the meteorite able to turn a
human into a noble an ability certain to cause death forbidden to be used by the nobility s
most sacred law a law broken tamara duncan has just been made into a true noble and left with
no memory of her former self nicholai valentin accuses her of trying to kill his brother and
destroy his house by using the water is she part of a plot or simply a pawn in something
bigger than either of them can imagine a quest for truth together nicholai and tamara journey
a dangerous path to seek the truth along the way they will be tested and as they seek the
truth they find strength in each other a strength that will lead to love and more than they
ever bargained for

Star of the Party: The Solar System Celebrates! 2009-04-24
romance historical fantasy sci fi horror mystery and the supernatural a new voice in strange
otherworldly fiction a compelling and original read

The Adventures of D’Artello 2014-05
a history teacher running from heartbreak the spy who dumped her in an email one unforgettably
dangerous summer in europe paige s mysterious and attractive boyfriend just dumped her in an
email and now he s disappeared without a trace desperate to escape the humiliation she accepts
a summer job chaperoning hormonal teenagers on a european tour she ll get valuable experience
at historical sites to color her doctoral dissertation and hopefully forget all about nick
being a government spy has never been easy but nick s job has finally stolen everything he
treasures he dumped the love of his life for a secret european mission that got his best
friend and partner killed now he s certain there s a rat at the agency one he s determined to
track down even if it means going undercover as a chaperone for high school students on a once
in a lifetime trip when nick and paige realize they re unwilling coworkers sparks fly as they
reconnect paige is determined to get answers nick is eager for a second chance but when the
investigation into his partner s death reveals hidden dangers within the tour secrets become
harder to keep can they overcome the lies and learn to trust each other before it s too late
snappy dialogue complex characters and heart pounding scenes make this full length
contemporary romance with a hint of suspense a treat if you love second chance romances then
you ll devour this book each book in this series by usa today bestselling author lindzee
armstrong can be read as a stand alone
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